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This paper presents an account of some recent changes in the ideology and organization of 
an Islamic saint’s cult among the Ghiyata, a tribe of eastern Morocco. I examine a dispute be- 
tween local groups, which was led by religious specialists and focused on the distribution of 
the “gifts” presented by pilgrims to caretakers at the shrine of Sidi Mlymmed ben Hmed, the 
tribe’s paramount saint. In the course of the dispute, one group of Ghiyata successfully chal- 
lenged the traditional right of another group to play an active leadership role in the cult’s ac- 
tivities. In order to accommodate this and other shifts in the access of different groups to various 
resources and roles at the local level, tribespeople were obliged to change their beliefs about 
Sidi Mhammed and his supposed relationship to them. My principal goal in this paper is  to 
describe this process of religious change while relating the emergence of competing beliefs to 
the social changes that they appear to confirm and legitimate. 

A secondary goal, closely related to that of tracing the connections between different patterns 
of religious belief and their social carriers, i s  to articulate these patterns with thevarying degrees 
to which different groups now represent, both to themselves and to others, their sense of com- 
munity inclusiveness and attachment. For in contrast to past understandings among the Ghi- 
yata, what it now means to be a saint, and in this way tied to a particular place and to particular 
people, is amenable to multiple interpretations. A few tribespeople emphatically deny that any 
person, even one who may be validly recognized as a wali, or ”close to God,” i s  for this reason 
capable of interceding with God in their behalf. Apart from what it owes to a “reformed” inter- 
pretation of Islam, which looks askance at the veneration of saints, this skepticism is  also the 
product of other powerful ideological forces originating outside the tribe. These forces con- 
demn such expressions of popular religion as one means by which the poor and superstitious 
are exploited by those who claim that they are the living representatives of holy men. Others 

A religious dispute between Moroccan tribespeople i s  examined in detail, illus- 
trating the relationship of competing types of belief to social changes that have 
redefined the boundaries of community within a rural society. Traditionally sym- 
bolizing the unity of peaceably coexisting tribal segments, a Muslim saint today 
provides the means by which a polemic i s  established between competing groups. 
The disenfranchisement of one “holy” lineage from sharing in the revenues pro- 
duced by the saint’s cult is related to (a) its members‘ involvement in extratribal 
networks of political and economic activity, and (b) the contesting of its leadership 
status by members of rival descent groups, who remain more closely bound to 
purely local concerns. Its meaning renewed but altered, the cult plays a key role 
in legitimating exclusive resource allocation at the local level. [popular re1 igion, 
regional cults, Moroccan Islam, Muslim saints, North African tribes] 
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neither believe nor disbelieve in saints and state that human beings are simply incapable of 
fathoming God’s inscrutable will. They abstain from judgment, leaving the whole matter to 
“God’s best knowledge.” Yet, most Ghiyata take for granted the notion that saints exist and act 
in the world. What is  stressed in their behavior toward saints is  the usefulness of the latter to 
them as they encounter problematic situations in their lives. They express no particular doctrine 
about saints, nor do they feel it necessary somehow to reconcile the veneration of saints with 
formal dogma. Thus, despite an increasing awareness that sainthood is  questionable, prevailing 
local understandings of three core Islamic value+closeness to God, the miraculous nature of 
the Quran, and descent from the Prophet Muhammad-remain intimately bound to the human 
agents, living or dead, who, to borrow Peter Brown’s splendid phrase, mark the “few, clearly- 
delineated points at which the visible and the invisible worlds [meet] on earth” (1982:6). 

In Morocco, saints may be known by various terms. They are referred to as wali-s, siyyed-s 
(“masters”), or, less commonly, as marabouts (a French term, from the Arabic murabitun, “tied 
to God”). As a religious ideology, “maraboutism” asserts that certain persons may have “a 
special relationship towards God which makes [them] particularly well-suited to serve 
as . . . intermediar[ies] with the supernatural” (Eickelman 1974a:220). Such sanctified persons 
are popularly believed to possess the attribute of baraka, a kind of charisma which Wester- 
marck defined as “a wonder-working force of predominantly beneficial character” (1 933337). 
Since Evans-Pritchard’s classic account of the Libyan Sanusiya Brothers as providing ”centers 
o f .  . . security in a wild country” (1949:79), and Gellner’s formula of the “rule of saints” 
among High Atlas Berbers as “anarchy mitigated by holiness” (1 969:35), perhaps the best- 
known anthropological descriptions of North African marabouts are those that stress the role 
they may play as the “pacifist” mediators of conflict between lay groups. This line of thought 
may be traced both to Durkheim, who “approach[ed] the sacred in terms of the function it 
played in the maintenance of society” (Stirrat 1984:201), and to the supposed conformity of 
North African tribal formations with the segmentary character of other African groups which 
had been studied by anthropologists working within the structural-functionalist paradigm. 

But instances of conflict between saints, their descendants (wladsiyyed), and such other bar- 
aka-endowed persons as descendants of the Prophet Muhammad (shorfa; sing. shrif l ,  and men 
known as “students” (tolba; sing. taleb) are not unknown in the ethnographic literature. One 
leading scholar of North Africa, for example, considers disputes over the ownership of a saint’s 
shrine to be the ”classic trait” of at least a cult’s early history, and notes that donations made 
to a saint are contestable because they do not belong to the more formal category of Islamic 
pious endowments known ashabus (Berque 1955:195, 289-290; for parallels within Christian 
tradition, cf. Wilson 1983:lO; Hertz 1983[1913]:63-64).CliffordGeertz,discussingthe period 
of Morocco’s history known as the “Maraboutic Crisis,” remarked that the country at that time 
was “a spiritual cauldron,” in which “zealous, insular, [and] intensely competitive” religious 
centers flourished (1 968:30-31). Still more recently, other ethnographers have pointed to the 
existence of factionalism and rivalries between maraboutic groups or between the organizers 
of religious orders (zawya-s), as they compete for clients, resources, and political influence (for 
example, Crapanzano 1973:74). Rosen has referred to the “frequent court cases in Morocco 
concerning who i s  really a [saint’s] descendant, and thereby entitled to a share in [a cult’s] gifts” 
(1 979:110, n. 631, while Rabinow showed how the cultural themes of ”identity and holiness” 
may “coalesce” in different forms under different historical circumstances. Despite the sharing 
of a collective identity and certain symbolic prerogatives, saint’s descendants have proven not 
only “divisive and extremely noncohesive” in their interrelations, their social dominance is  
now vulnerable to challenges posed by lay rivals (Rabinow 1975:31, 53, 86; cf. Abu Zahrah 
1982:37-38). In the Moroccan Rif, Jamous noted that interrelations among shorfa are “not as 
harmonious as they at first sight appear” (1 981 :199, my translation), while David Hart ob- 
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served groups of wlad siyyed “feuding bitterly amongst themselves” (1 976:194). Finally, Ab- 
dellah Hammoudi found that behind the apparent unity of maraboutism, one can trace the 
competing ideologies and strategies that correspond to the struggles between antagonistic, or- 
ganized groups: in his critique of Gellner’s theses, he argued that saints can ”break out of the 
categories to which segmentary theory confines them” (1 98011 9741:290). This argument draws 
further support from such historical studies as that which Fanny Colonna conducted in Algeria, 
where she found that violence against both the state and competing local groups was one strat- 
egy available to a saintly lineage in its efforts to achieve regional notability (1980a:64&649; 
see also Colonna 1980b: 192 and Von Sivers 1983:115). 

In the past, Ghiyati shorfa and tolba cooperated in maintaining Sidi Mhammed’s shrine and 
in supervising its ritual activities. They pronounced blessings upon the pilgrims who “visited” 
the saint and saw to the ritual slaughter of sacrificial animals. Most importantly, they shared the 
meat, money, and other goods that devotees brought to the saint and his caretakers (mqaddem-s) 
in exchange for aid in transmitting their wishes to God. Following some initial conflict over 
possession of the saint’s body upon his death, Sidi Mhammed’s myth, shrine, and annual festival 
figured prominently in the representation by Ghiyata to themselves as a collectivity of peace- 
fully coexisting groups. In recent years, however, certain students and Prophet’s descendants 
succeeded in making the shrine the exclusive property of themselves and their lay clients. This 
occurred in opposition to the wishes of others, who argued that the cult’s revenues should be 
used to contribute to the general welfare of all the local communities that surround the im- 
mediate vicinity of Sidi Mhammed’s tomb. By providing the space in which new factional loy- 
alties emerged and traditional ties broken, some of the “men of baraka”-much like their Pa- 
than counterparts in Meeker’s persuasive reanalysis of Barth’s data from Swat-appeared not 
so much to preserve the “aesthetic balance” of a segmentary tribal system as to be involved 
with a pervasive ”logic of power,” as are the lay ”men of honor” with whom they are usually 
contrasted (Meeker 1980:697-698). For those who ultimately prevailed in the dispute, the rec- 
ognition by local government authorities of their exclusive right to supervise Sidi Mhammed’s 
cult brought immediate economic and political rewards. They received de facto official con- 
firmation of their view that special ties of closeness to the saint were no longer a concern of 
Ghiyata generally, but could be the legitimate focus of a single group’s secular interests. This 
radical narrowing in scope of the saint’s community (more idiomatically, his “owners” became 
fewer) points to the necessity of analyzing religious specialists in terms of their actual activities 
and roles rather than in terms which ahistorically stress their formal attributes (for example, 
“pacifism”) and presume that they have mainly integrative social functions. 

The involvement of the students in the conflict is particularly remarkable, since their claim 
to special status is based on their mnemonic possession of a fixed body of religious knowl- 
edge-the Quran, Islam’s sacred text-that could never itself become an object of parochial 
contention. Their historic role in the cult of Sidi Mhammed thus shows the interpenetration of 
two styles of Islamic belief and practice which many Western scholars have been accustomed 
to viewing as either contradictory or in a state of latent opposition. Yet the assumption that rural 
or tribal religious practice in Morocco tends more toward the heterodoxy of anthropolatry and 
belief in saints, while urban religion tends more toward the orthodox “scripturalism” of Qur- 
anic tradition and mosque services, is  misleading (Geertz 1968:49; Gellner 1981 :51). In his 
study of maraboutism, Eickelman noted that in Islam, whether the setting is rural or urban, 
“conceptions of man’s relations to God as comprising or lacking intermediaries are correlative 
rather than mutually exclusive” (1 976:12; cf. Berque 1981). Students, scripturalists par excel- 
lence, flourished in the relatively isolated mountain settlements of the Ghiyata: they taught the 
rudiments of Quranic Arabic literacy to children, led tribespeople in collective prayers on Fri- 
days and holidays, and played a central role in Sidi Mharnmed’s cult. Clearly, the tendency of 
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Moroccans either to affirm or deny that persons with baraka can “work with God” does not 
inhere in the particular milieux where tribal or urban forms of social life are enacted, but is  
rather something which is  socially and historically produced and maintained. Those who were 
on the losing side of the dispute that I describe in this paper began, as a result of their defeat, 
to declare as “sinful” (baram) the activities that currently surround Sidi Mlymmed, and even 
hinted disbelief in his supernatural powers. This intellectual development did not simply hap- 
pen to coincide with their increased involvement in extratribal networks of political and eco- 
nomic activity, but was, like the dispute itself, produced by it. 

a tribe and its saint 

The local groups that are discussed in this paper belong to a large tribe of eastern Morocco 
known as Ghiyata (Classical Arabic, ghiyatha), historically the “people of succour” who, ac- 
cording to their oral tradition, aided Morocco’s patron saint Mulay ldris in his efforts to lslamize 
the Zenata Berbers of the Middle Atlas mountains. Most Ghiyata today are sedentary, Arabic- 
speaking agriculturalists. The ancient town of Taza, which their settlements entirely surround, 
is strategically located 75 miles east of Fez and overlooks the lnnawen River valley passageway 
between the Rif and Middle Atlas ranges. A long and violent history of this territory’s occupation 
by Ghiyata prefaced their emergence, by the end of the 19th century, as the “masters” (rnwalinj 
of Taza and subsequently the most important allies of Bu Himara, leader of a failed rebellion 
against Morocco’s central government between 1902-1 909. Prior to the effective enforcement 
of colonial rule in the area beginning around 1920, Ghiyata lived almost exclusively in moun- 
tain valleys that largely protected them from the intrusion of outside forces. However, since 
their military defeat at the hands of the French, and their coming under the direct rule of Mo- 
rocco’s central government, many tribespeople have moved into lower-lying areas of narrow 
plains and steppe. These were formerly cultivated by Ghiyata but considered unsafe for per- 
manent settlement because of endemic local hostilities and the periodic passage of imperial 
armies. 

Still other tribespeople now live permanently in Taza, or spend most of the year working 
abroad. Despite their recognition of several bases of internal social differentiation, and their 
dispersal over a large territory, Ghiyata retain a vague sense of themselves as a single people 
who share a common history. Each patronymic group within the tribe claims the Ghiyati iden- 
tity partly because of the mutual aid given in past, violent encounters with neighboring “en- 
emy” tribes (Miknasa, Hayayna, Ait Warayn, Tsul, Branes), certain elements of the town- 
dwelling population known collectively as “Tazi-s,” imperial armed forces, and the French. 
Yet tribespeople also recognize themselves as distinct from one another by virtue of their “bro- 
ken up” (rnefruqin) descent: only at the lowest levels of tribal segmentation do Ghiyata con- 
sider themselves to be of “one blood” (dernrn wabed). Throughout this century, radical changes 
have transformed the relationship of Ghiyata to the land, to one another, to Tazi-s, other tribes, 
and to the Moroccan state. Their understanding today of the ”tribe” is that of an entity which 
“was but is no longer” (kanet ghiyata) because of the forcible intrusion, over the course of the 
past century, of a succession of outside forces into their territory. In the process, Ghiyata lost 
their traditional autonomy and recourse to armed violence as a means of expressing tribal and 
self-assertion in the wider world. Concurrently, the cult of Sidi Mlymmed became less con- 
cerned with the unity of a group as wide or theoretically homogeneous as “the tribe” and came 
increasingly, to represent the concerns of smaller and more localized social units. Additionally, 
certain individuals have gradually accumulated extraordinarily large tracts of land, while mass 
migration-encouraged by the generally limited agricultural potential of Ghiyata territory, the 
decline of sharecropping arrangements between landed and landless classes, and the emer- 
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gence of new wage-labor opportunities both in Morocco and abroad-has significantly re- 
duced the population of the tribe’s mountain zone. These developments have all contributed 
to the formation of a new pattern by which three key symbols of lslam-saint, shrif, and 
Quran-are practically integrated with tribespeople’s secular interests. 

Specifically, this paper is  concerned with Ghiyata inhabiting the piedmont zone west and 
southwest of Taza who are known as ”People of the Valley” (He1 Wad) and “People of Tuwa- 
har” (He1 Tuwahar) after a mountain pass located near their original settlments). The dispute 
over Sidi Mhammed occurred at a place called DuwwarJameC le-Kbir (hereafter, Great Mosque 
Village), the territory of which i s  considered part of He1 Wad and is  adjacent to the saint’s shrine 
and to the dwellings of HelTuwahar. Until this century, theTuwahari settlements were consid- 
ered part of the ”Western” branch of the Ghiyata, while those of He1 Wad and their other 
neighbors, the Beni =Ujjan, belonged to the “Eastern” branch. All of these Ghiyata consider 
the baraka of Sidi Mhammed superior to that of the many other saints who are buried in tribal 
territory. His grave, around which a small, whitewashed, and domed shrine (qobba) has been 
built, is situated at the edge of an escarpment high above the fertile lowlands of the lnnawen 
River valley that were forcibly taken by Ghiyata from neighboring tribes in the 19th century. 
Ghiyata state that the history of Sidi Mhammed is  so old that it belongs to the furthest horizon 
of “early times” (bekri), and while everyone knows the essential points of a myth that recounts 
how the saint acquired his baraka and ”reached closeness” (drek I-wilaya) to God, few today 
are capable of relating it in any detail. Yet the fact that so little of this oral tradition remains 
does not signal a diminished importance of the saint’s cult. Instead, ignorance of specific details 
about Sidi Mhammed only enhances petitioners’ perceptions of him as socially disengaged, and 
therefore closer to, and more capable of intercession with, God. His reputation is  thus built not 
upon historical knowledge, but upon belief in his spiritual efficacy. As I have indicated, for 
Moroccans who believe in saints and visit their tombs, what is  important to them is what saints 
are given and give in return. To the extent that Sidi Mhammed proves useful to believers in 
dealing with problematic situations in their lives, the truth of his baraka is attested to. For this 
reason, although Sidi Mhammed now “belongs” to fewer people, he i s  an object of veneration 
and intense ritual activity for Ghiyata and neighboring tribespeople alike, and even for people 
from Taza who have heard of his wonder-working powers. 

For most of the year, Wednesdays and Thursdays are the appointed days for pilgrims to visit 
Sidi Mhammed’s shrine and make requests that he intercede with God in their behalf. The great- 
est number come in the summer, when the forest around his tomb fills with the campsites of 
men, women, and children who have come to spend a few days “with” him, in order, for ex- 
ample, to have some sickness expelled or a newborn child blessed. What they bring as gifts to 
Sidi Mhammed varies according to the means of the petitioners; in any event the saint is said 
to know the value of what is brought and whether or not specific prestations are appropriate or 
reasonable. A request initiated by the lighting of a candle or the donation of a few copper coins 
i s  as capable of being “heard” as that accompanied by the slaughter of a calf, goat, or sheep; 
what i s  important i s  the intention (n-niya) of the donor. When animals are offered, three care- 
takers of the saint representing the People of Tuwahar perform the ritual sacrifice and supervise 
the immediate sale of the meat, while a fourth caretaker, a shrif of the lineage known as Wlad 
Sidi “Abdallah as-Silassi (hereafter, Silassi shorfa) recites some of the shorter verses of the Quran 
and invokes blessings upon the giver of the animal. The content of these blessings varies ac- 
cording to the specific request being made of Sidi Mhammed. 

As one witnesses such scenes, it is  impossible not to sense the power of the religious senti- 
ments being evoked and the depth of the faith which the petitioners have in the efficacy of the 
saint’s powers and of the caretaker’s performances. Yet bitter conflict underlies the surface ap- 
pearance of tranquility and holiness. Responsibility for Sidi Mhammed’s shrine and monetary 
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trust (rizq), and even the formerly undisputed role of Quranic mastery in his cult, are now the 
foci of enmity between the groups living near his shrine. This contrasts with the myth of Sidi 
Mhammed’s origin or, more idiomatically, his “reason” (s-sabab), which explains how it came 
to pass that certain of these groups began to coexist and serve him in recognition of his powers. 
The myth emphasizes the saint’s original significance in enabling Ghiyata of diverse origins to 
cohabit peaceably and to cultivate adjacent territories. In it, Sidi Mhammed demonstrates the 
power to control nature, in the form of wild or abominable beasts, and thus proves his capa- 
bility to act effectively as a force for securing the boundaries of a zone in which ordered social 
relations have been established, and for protecting those who serve him from the dangers lurk- 
ing in the forests which surround the areas of human settlement. This supernatural and moral 
force complements the secular self-image of the Ghiyata who in the past saw themselves hero- 
ically as “horsemen who are the fence of the land” (Marcus 1983b): 

The Baraka of Sidi Mhammed 

This i s  the story of Sidi Mhammed ben Hmed. He had a sharecropper who was ploughing. He would 
plough all day, and in the evening he would water the oxen at a spring. One day he found a pregnant 
woman there. She said to herself: “If only I could have the lips and some of that fine bull’s meat to eat!” 
The sharecropper returned to the saint, who revealed himself to him (5-siyyed tkashf W. He said: ”0 
sharecropper, slaughter that bull, and bring its meat and its lips to that woman who found you at the 
spring. Bring it to her in a basket, for she is sick and is  going to eat it to get well.” The sharecropper 
protested, saying: ”but with what shall I plough tomorrow?” The saint replied: ”Don’t worry. Between 
now and tomorrow, God wil l provide” (yifarrej !!ah). They slaughtered that bull and brought i t s  meat 
and lips to that woman. Well, the next day the saint went to the sharecropper and said to him: “Get up 
and go do your ploughing, and whatever you find there, tie it to the plough.” When the sharecropper 
went, he found a lion standing near the plough. He was afraid of the lion and fled. The saint’s voice came 
to him: “Go, 0 sharecropper, man of little faith, go and tie whatever you find at the rein to the plough. 
Tie it, and in the evening it will return from whence it came.” So the sharecropper went back, and tied 
the lion to the plough with a snake that was also there, and ploughed with it. In the evening the lion went 
off on its own way. Thus he ploughed, and the news of this reached the people of He1 Wad and Beni 
Wjjan. Beni Wjjan brought the saint a bull, and he said to them: “0, Beni ‘Ujjan, may your bulls never 
lose their vigor.” And the people of He1 Wad brought a cow, and he said to them: “0, my children, may 
you never be without cows.” Well, the lion returned to the forest and the sharecropper ploughed with 
the bull which Beni ‘Ujjan had brought. Beni ‘Ujjan had the claim of a bull against the saint (dda‘a 
m<ahuml, so they always had many oxen to plough with. He1 Wad had the claim of a cow against the 
saint, so they always had many cows. And the saint remained content. 

The surface meaning of this text seems clear and may be easily interpreted: Sidi Mhammed 
i s  a man of some wealth, but in addition to his possession of land, oxen, and control over the 
labor of other men, he controls nature. His unusual powers, initially the ability to know what 
the woman said to herself, are revealed, as is his extreme generosity by having the bull slaugh- 
tered in order to satisfy cravings brought on by her pregnancy. (I was told by Ghiyata that the 
food cravings of a woman who is in her first trimester of pregnancy [wehrna] must be satisfied. 
If not, she is  likely to give birth to a child who will be less than fully human in that it will 
resemble the animal whose meat was desired.) His faith that “God will provide” may be under- 
stood as a corollary to this kindness. Conversely, the lack of faith of the sharecropper is  made 
evident by his idling the next day. But Sidi Mhammed has foreknowledge of what i s  to happen, 
and he orders him into the fields. When word reaches other Ghiyata that “Sidi Mhammed 
ploughs with a lion and a snake,” they demonstrate their reverence and recognition of him by 
bringing him gifts. Having proven his supernatural powers, he becomes, after his death, the 
object of a cult. 

Belief in the efficacy of Sidi Mhammed’s protection over Ghiyata remains very strong, and 
many tales are current which are considered proof of his enduring powers. One important 
theme of these stories concerns the mysterious return of stolen objects belonging to Tuwahari-s 
or to residents of Great Mosque Village, with the saint calling upon God to punish those who 
act wrongfully. Significantly, he also figures in a tale which, with its reference to the period of 
settlement in the region by the People ofTuwahar adjacent to the People of the Valley and their 
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initial lack of ties to both the saint and their neighbors, points to the consequences of not re- 
cognizing or heeding his powers (Marcus 1983a:256-259). Moreover, although Beni =Ujjan 
and He1 Wad are the only tribal groups referred to in the myth as having entered into covenants 
with Sidi Mhammed, his presence in the land was originally coveted by other Chiyata and, 
according to oral tradition, became a matter of the early dispute to which I have already re- 
ferred. It is  related that upon Sidi Mhammed’s death, certain tribesmen of the “Western” branch 
of the Ghiyata, the Wlad ‘Ayash, sought by deception to have him buried among them. As in 
similar tales told of other Moroccan saints, Sidi Mammed is  said to have told his servitors that 
upon his death, his body should be placed atop a mule, and that he should be buried wherever 
the mule stopped to rest (cf. Westermarck 1926:1, 82; II, 290). This was done, but: 

The mule strayed from the lands of Beni ‘Ujjan and He1 Wad, and entered the territory of the Wlad 
cAyash, where it stumbled and fell. The latter insisted that a shrine be built there, but the people of He1 
Wad who followed the mule turned it around, and it finally halted at the spot where Sidi Mhammed is 
now buried. He was interred there, but not long afterward the Wlad cAyash came by night and stole his 
remains from the tomb. When He1 Wad and Beni ‘Ujjan discovered him missing, they prepared for bat- 
tle, and rode toward the Wlad CAyash settlements. But that night, Sidi Mhammed appeared in a vision to 
all of the shorfa, tolba, and leaders of both sides in their sleep, and said to them: “Don’t fight over me. 
Bury me and build my shrine at He1 Wad, but build a memorial place (rda) for me at the Qasbah of the 
Wlad ‘Ayash; whoever visits me at either place will find me there.” 

Sidi Mhammed is thus credited with legitimating pilgrimages to both his cenotaph and tomb, 
and the collection of gifts to benefit the students, Prophet’s descendants, and tribespeople of 
both localities. For this reason, he is sometimes referred to as “the possessor of two burial 
places.” Perhaps with this trans-tribal aspect of the saint in mind, the tribal paramount chief 
(qaid) under French rule ordered that groups representing all Ghiyata participate in an annual 
festival (musern) for Sidi Mhammed held in the plains near the market center of Bab Merzuqa, 
far from his shrine. 

the dispute: shorfa versus #olba 

The traditional arrangement by which the revenues from Sidi Mhammed’s shrine were dis- 
tributed among the people of He1 Wad, Great Mosque Village, Beni Wjjan, andTuwahar al- 
lowed a one-third share of the saint’s trust for pregnant women in need of nourishment (as in 
the myth), one-third as the rightful portion of the poor, and the final one-third for providing 
food for the many tolba who either lived and worked among the Ghiyata, or were from neigh- 
boring tribes but spent time at Great Mosque Village in order to complete their Quranic studies 
under the direction of men belonging to the al-‘Arabiyyin (hereafter, al-‘Arabi-s), one of the 
learned lineages of the tribe. For an indefinitely long period prior to the Protectorate, the al- 
‘Arabi-s enjoyed uncontested leadership of Sidi Mhammed’s cult and shared in its benefits. 
They also constituted a majority of the students of Great Mosque Village; indeed, the saint 
complex of belief and practice, through their mediation, complemented the more orthodox 
forms of Islamic devotion. The al-‘Arabi-s thus personified the co-presence of the two patterns 
of religious activity, their congruity and merging into a single, coherent cultural system. Prin- 
cipally, the shrine proceeds were used to support the rolba and other tribespeople, of whatever 
affiliation, who were in need. Yet, today only the people ofTuwahar, with the Silassi shorfa at 
their head, benefit from and supervise the distribution of revenues. This is the result of a more 
recent dispute which erupted shortly after Moroccan independence (1 956), when someTuwa- 
hari-s living nearest the shrine suddenly claimed that they were Sidi Mhammed’s descendants 
(that is, wlad siyyed), and that they alone could rightfully take the gifts that were brought to 
him. For their part, the al-CArabi-s emphatically deny both that Sidi Mhammed left any known 
descendants and that the land in which he is  buried belongs to any one tribal group. Their 
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dissent in this matter places them squarely in opposition to the People of Tuwahar and the 
Silassi shorfa and clearly expresses their resentment of their de facto disenfranchisement from 
the cult’s activities. As one al-=Arabi informant put it, ”the saint has been stolen” (khetfu s- 
siyyed). 

The al-‘Arabi-s attribute this state of affairs to the latest major, public manifestation of Sidi 
Mhammed’s will and its ”misinterpretation” (encouraged, so they say, by the Silassi-s) by both 
lay tribespeople and, supposedly, the local authorities. The background to this event i s  as fol- 
lows: During the Protectorate, the Silassi shorfa appear to have hedged their bets against co- 
lonial rule more than the aPArabi-s, who played a leading role in organizing armed resistance 
to French penetration (this resistance lasted nearly seven years). Once established, colonial rule 
introduced secular education for the sons of the collaborators who comprised the new rural 
elite, and fewer young men sought the religious vocation of the students. These factors placed 
the al-‘Arabi-s somewhat at a disadvantage during the Protectorate. When national independ- 
ence put the disposition of certain expropriated lands and other rights once again “up for 
grabs,” the Silassi shorfa seized the opportunity to undermine an aLCArabi bid for local lead- 
ership by contesting or redefining the relationship of themselves and their lay clients, theTuwa- 
hari-s, to Sidi Mhammed. The decisive moment for them came on the occasion of a collective 
sacrifice offered at the saint’s shrine when local authorities, aware of the dispute, sought to 
reconcile the competing groups. It was difficult to learn precisely when the following event 
took place, since attention focused instead on what had happened. The extraordinary incident, 
in which a “dead“ bull circumambulated Sidi Mhammed’s tomb seven times, occurred as fol- 
lows: 

As i s  their custom, Beni Wjjan brought a bull to Sidi Mhammed, and representatives of the local author- 
ities came from Taza to try to reconcile the al-‘Arabi students from Great Mosque Village with the People 
ofTuwahar. One of the students cut the bull’s throat, but the animal did not fall to the ground. Instead, 
with its partially severed head dangling from its neck, the bull ran wildly around Sidi Mbmmed’s tomb 
seven times, and remained standing. This was considered proof fberhanl of the saint’s baraka, and an 
indication that the saint was trying to tell something to the people. The authorities all looked at each 
other in puzzlement, wondering how such a thing as this could possibly be. So one of the Silassi shorfa 
approached them and said: “Have the students stand back, and we will make the bull fall.” He ap- 
proached the bull, saw that some arteries were not completely severed, and cut them with a small knife 
that he had hidden in his sleeve. He turned to the people and said: “See how the bull falls by the baraka 
of Sidi Mhammed and the baraka of the Silassi shorfa. Sidi Mharnmed prefers his descendants to all others. 
Let the students have the baraka of the saints buried in their own land, for everyone has their own ances- 
tors.” Since that time, only the Silassi shorfa and the people ofTuwahar have enjoyed rights to distribute 
the goods which are brought to the saint. 

While Silassi shorfa have been present locally for many generations, they are scattered 
among Ghiyata villages of the less accessibleTuwahar hill, close to Sidi Mhammed’s shrine. 
The aPArabi-s clustered, as a group, in the immediate vicinity of the Great Mosque, which was 
in their charge (.usma). Yet unlike the al-‘Arabi-s, the Silassi-s did not all pursue learning and 
Quran memorization; instead, most emphasized and sought to capitalize on the baraka trans- 
mitted by their claim to sharifian descent through the children of Sidi ‘Abdallah, their ancestor 
who first came (poor and “unrecognized” [mekhfil) among Ghiyata. The Silassi-s tell a myth 
of how the Ghiyata of Tuwahar became aware of Sidi ‘Abdallah’s supernatural powers, began 
to “bind themselves to him” (yitketfu quddamu), and gave him land and daughters in marriage. 
One of his descendants, SidiTayyib as-Silassi, is the subject of numerous tales in which his own 
extraordinary powers are revealed. The most significant of these relates how he thwarted the 
evil intentions of the Pasha (municipal chief) of Taza around the turn of the 20th century. The 
Pasha i s  said to have wanted to test whether or not the Silassi shorfa were really ”men of bar- 
aka” (something that i s  actually “known best by God”), but the story may be interpreted as 
expressing a sort of moral victory of Ghiyata against malice emanating from the Tazi-s (Marcus 
1983a:265-266). 
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Men of the aLcArabi lineage say that they too are the descendants of shorfa, but in their 
relations with lay tribespeople they do not use this attribute as a means for gaining respect or 
social distinction. More important to them is  the assertion that their first ancestor among the 
Ghiyata at Great Mosque Village, Si al-Hasan al-‘Arabi, originated among the Branes, a neigh- 
boring tribe famous throughout Morocco for its learned men and the number of its students (in 
this regard, the use of the honorific ’5,” to indicate literacy, as opposed to “Sidi,” to suggest 
miraculous powers, is  significant). This man and his descendants are spoken of today as having 
brought the traditions of Quranic recitation to the Ghiyata of He1 Wad. They have always 
stressed literacy as the distinctive attribute of their social identity that legitimated their position 
among the religious elite, and do not claim supernatural powers such as those purportedly ex- 
ercised by recent ancestors of the Silassi shorfa. At the turn of the century, S i  ‘Abd as-Salam al- 
‘Arabi is  said to have had some 80 students learning under his direction at Great Mosque Vil- 
lage. His son, Si  Qaddur, served as scribe to one of the army chiefs of the rebel Bu Himara, a 
position that entailed keeping records of pay and provisions. When the French tried to subdue 
He1 Wad, the Great Mosque was made a storehouse for the provisions and ammunition used 
by tribesmen engaged in guerrilla resistance to the occupation. After Moroccan independence, 
Si Qaddur’s son was appointed the first shaykh (local chief) of He1 Wad, while a brother was 
prayer-leader of the Great Mosque. Still another aLcArabi has been a minor government official 
at Great Mosque Village for the past 25 years. 

Yet, since their disenfranchisement from their traditional supervision of Sidi Mhammed’s cult, 
the aLcArabi students who remain at Great Mosque Village have been left with only the few 
donations that are irregularly left at the burial places of minor saints as supplements to what 
they may earn as teachers or participants in consecratory meals (zerda-s), at which hosts and 
their guests pay them for their collective blessing. The histories of the minor saints have been 
entirely forgotten; some are even said simply to be “left over” from the time when non-Ghiyata 
occupied the land. In any event, they possess only very weak baraka, and their visitors tend to 
be women who happen to reside near the small piles of stones that mark their graves. These 
women normally leave only very small tokens, such as candles and coins of little value, in 
exchange for the hope (and not the certainty) of the saint’s intercession with God. Their rela- 
tionship with these saints is  direct and unmediated, but passing students routinely look into 
these minor shrines for coins as they go by them. If they find something, only they have the 
right to take it, and they recite short passages from the Quran along with appropriate blessings 
as they do so. However, since these ”unknown” saints are unimportant at any level beyond 
that of a local cluster of households, the aLcArabi-s prefer to stress their own scriptural abilities 
rather than any connection to the shrines. By doing so, and by having lost their role in Sidi 
Mhammed’s cult, they find themselves more in accord with elite religious practices than the 
Silassi shorfa. The latter depend entirely upon the saint’s cult and ideology for the preservation 
of their special status and leadership of the Tuwahari-s. One al-‘Arabi informant, formerly a 
government official, cited a tradition (baditb) of the Prophet Muhammad concerning the rela- 
tionship between poverty and unbelief in order to explain to me why he considered the current 
activities surrounding Sidi Mhammed to be polytheistic (shirk), and why he would never eat of 
the meat sacrificed for the saint since it would be ”like eating hell-fire.” He was not, it must be 
emphasized, expressing total disbelief in Sidi Mhammed but rather disgust at the degradation 
of men’s affairs. He still believes in saints, but, in pondering why “the baraka is  now gone,” 
suggests that they hide from view. Indeed, he thinks of the world as “empty” (khalya) in some 
crucial sense unless saints and shorfa exist to fill it with significance. 

In any event, now that most of the meat is randomly distributed to people (including out- 
siders) by public sale, impersonal market forces have taken over a sphere of activity which 
formerly represented the moral force underlying the ideal unity and peaceful interdependence 
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of Ghiyata collectivities. Today, the cash purchase of meat by anyone present as soon as the 
animals are killed and butchered contrasts with the past, when gifts of meat to those who “work 
with God” stood for a historical, enduring, and noncommensurable relation of trust between 
givers and receivers who were known to each other. No monetary calculation was explicitly 
involved. It i s  for this reason that the aLcArabi-s now disparage the fitness of the Silassi shorfa 
to supervise the cult and accuse them of working only for their own good. However, to forestall 
any suspicion on the part of others that their opposition to the status quo stems from selfish 
desires essentially no different from those of their rivals, the aPArabi-s suggest that an equitable 
solution to the problem of the saint would be to have all the revenue deposited in the budget 
of the local rural commune council. Yet theTuwahari-s tenaciously insist that they alone are 
the rightful beneficiaries of Sidi Mhammed’s trust and have even protested to the modern-day 
Qaid at Taza the presence of strangers who have set up small tents and sell beverages and 
sundry items near the saint’s shrine. 

conclusion 

The activities surrounding the cult of Sidi Mhammed provide a vivid example of how, even 
though the scope of its significance i s  reduced and its social base largely eroded, belief in saints 
can have a renewed significance for the purposes of those who uphold it as meaningful. The 
moment at which the Silassi shorfa and theTuwahari-s declared a break in the traditional re- 
lationship of Sidi Mhammed to the Ghiyata was one at which the government authorities had 
sought, in vain, to represent the unity of “the tribe” rather than the disintegration of its constit- 
uent local groups. Instead, in a manner similar to that which Fatima Mernissi has described of 
Moroccan women’s “self-determining” involvement with saints (1 977:106), the Silassi-s took 
the initiative to act in an anti-establishment way and, by redefining the areas over which they 
could claim authority, assumed leadership of theTuwahari-s in opposition to formal politics. 
This prompted a reaction on the part of the al-‘Arabi-s also to redefine their relation to the 
sacred forces that govern the world, and to the saint as one mysterious element in how those 
forces are patterned. The current stress placed by some al-‘Arabi-s on a religious style that out- 
wardly rejects devotion to saints is one result of this development. Because it coincides with 
the integration of the al-‘Arabi-s into a wider political, economic, and even religious environ- 
ment, this action compensates them for their loss of revenue in the cult. Saints may still be 
sources of revenue, but they are no longer sources of power. 

Paradoxically, the Silassi shorfa and theirTuwahari clients also recognize this and have chan- 
neled at least part of the cult’s receipts toward the construction of an urban-style mosque, com- 
plete with minaret, conspicuous atopTuwahar Pass. Yet at the same time they have also im- 
proved the dirt road by which automobiles may gain access to the shrine of Sidi Mhammed. 
Indeed, they seek to reinstate the saint’s festival, but would revive this tradition in a way that 
would promote their distinct interests. These, of course, are minor when considered from the 
perspective of the wider social environment in which aI-‘Arabi-s play important roles, but are 
highly significant in terms of purely local-level realities. Like the “Great Shrine Incident” de- 
scribed by Eickelman (1974b:291-292), in which a group of non-marabouts sought to con- 
struct a shrine for an illustrious deceased person originally from their residential quarter, any 
sign of success on the part of the Silassi-s andTuwahari-s appears to “prove” that they are closer 
to Sidi Mhammed than any other Ghiyata. 

The tradition that the Silassi-s andTuwahari-s have reworked i s  not simply a vestige from the 
past, reproduced intact, but is rather a self-renewing cultural and social form. Were theTuwa- 
hari resource base not poor and land not so unequally distributed, it is  possible that Sidi 
Mharnmed’s shrine would not have become the focus of conflict. Yet as a group, the Tuwahari-s 
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appear economically disadvantaged in comparison to the al-cArabi-s, who exercise greater 
independence in terms of their capability to subsist on their land, fruit trees, and animals. More- 
over, a number of at-‘Arabi-s have migrated to Taza, where they engage in profitable com- 
merce. Their abandonment of life in the countryside left a gap which others sought eagerly to 
fill. 

In justifying their appropriation of Sidi Mhammed on the grounds that the land in which he 
lies buried belongs to them, theTuwahari-s have taken for granted the division and increasing 
fragmentation of Ghiyata local communities. Over the years, al-‘Arabi-s linked themselves 
more successfully than others with the wider political and economic currents that now prevail 
in Morocco. As a result of choices made a generation and two generations ago, they emerged 
from the turbulence of the early and late Protectorate periods with their social honor relatively 
intact. In contrast, the Silassi shorfa whom I knew had less access to the world outside the tribe 
(despite the fact that some of them have sent their sons to work in France, while the al-‘Arabi-s 
did not). Both they and their largely landless clients have tied their lot irreversibly to Sidi 
Mhammed and to the extent to which belief in his powers, and in those of their own ancestors, 
can be preserved. By doing so, however, they have not “defined themselves into a corner,” as 
have shorfa in a similar situation described by Rabinow (1  975:3); rather, they have maximized 
their position in relation to the economic benefits that continue to pour into the area because 
of the saint’s presence in it. The shrine, like labor migration, is  a source of income. The mon- 
opolization of Sidi Mhamrned by the Silassi-s andTuwahari-s seems to represent a trade-off, by 
which the dominance of the al-‘Arabi-s in other areas of productive or culturally valued activity 
is acknowledged and ceded. 

The shorfa took their initiative for change in an atmosphere of postcolonial disorientation, 
and they were able to make it take hold because their religious innovation was closely related 
to a series of other changes which progressively transformed the face of their rural society. 
Perhaps as a foil to the Islamic reformist ideology subscribed to by Moroccans of a particular 
class, and with which the tolba have come more into contact, they deny to scriptural Islamic 
tradition an authority superior to that of maraboutism. By identifying so closely with Sidi 
Mtynmed, they are defending spiritual values that symbolically detach them from social 
frameworks, extending beyond the tribe, in which they feel relatively powerless. Preempted by 
the tolba from asserting leadership in any context wider than that of the area encompassed by 
theTuwahari settlements in which they live, the shorfa opposed them and invoked a mystical, 
mythical source of authority for doing so. They thus affirmed what they and their clients both 
take to be fundamental and everlasting truths about the efficacy of saints as intermediaries be- 
tween human beings and God, although they are aware that other Muslims might accuse them 
of shamelessly exploiting an ignorant and superstitious peasantry. 

Losers in the affairs, the al-‘Arabi-s did not go quite so far in their criticism of the Silassi-s, 
but they began to emphasize those attributes of their identity that linked them to what they now 
consider a purer form of Islam-leaving the truth of Sidi Mhammed to God’s “best knowledge.” 
As the defeat of the al-‘Arabi-s obliged them to challenge the authority principles which un- 
derlay the Silassiouwahari innovation (descent and supernatural powers), they substituted 
other principles (literacy, political activism) in support of their own claims to special status. As 
Fanny Colonna observed in the “division of symbolic labor” among saintly lineages in the 
AurPs, Algeria (1 980a:644), among the Ghiyata various dimensions of the charismatic are now 
differentially distributed and valorized: more supernatural powers among the Silassi-s, more 
Quran and ties to the state among the aLcArabi-s, and the most important group of shorfa filling 
secular political roles and located elsewhere in the tribe (these are known as Wazzani shorfa; 
their historical role among the Ghiyata is discussed in Marcus 1983a). At Great Mosque Village, 
the diffuse baraka of a collectivity of students and Prophet’s descendants has given way to an 
assertion of the specific and superior baraka of one group alone. Simultaneously, the al-‘Arabi-s 
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emerged as part of a rising, larger social class even while they were decaying as a purely local, 
traditional status group. Evidently, for the majority of Ghiyata the religious beliefs and practices 
advocated by the Silassi-s interact more meaningfully with their lived experience than do those 
advocated by the al-“Arabi-s. As for Sidi Mharnmed, his practical significance today lies in rep- 
resenting the ever-receding boundaries of’a moral community, a process in  which myth and 
ritual play an important part in  legitimating changes in  social reality as well  as offering con- 
ceptual models of it. At Great Mosque Village, in fact, their function seems less to render the 
world intelligible than it i s  to help expropriate a part of it. 
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